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The Alliance is a consortium of 37 public and private academic libraries in Washington,
Oregon and Idaho, with a history of collaboration that dates back to the early ‘90s. By 2007,
the Alliance officially considered the combined collections of its member institutions to be
one collection, and to that end, it has shared a courier for resource sharing, selected a
preferred monograph vendor, implemented a consortium-wide DDA ebook program,
participated in a distributed print repository program and offered consortial licensing.
However, members agreed the best way to move forward with the “37 libraries, one
collection” concept would be if all Alliance libraries shared an ILS. An RFP was issued in
2012, and Ex Libris’s Alma and Primo products were selected.

The Alliance opted for an aggressive implementation of the shared ILS - 37
institutions migrating in waves over 24 months. To coordinate the migration and set
up a support structure, the following groups were set up:
- A Shared ILS Policy Committee, to resolve Alliance-wide issues
- A Shared ILS Implementation Committee, which would focus on the migration
- A Collaborative Tech Services Committee, which would explore and implement
shared practices
e.g. acquisitions policy that all libraries will input their order records in Alma, policies
on overlaying & importing records from OCLC, policy on suppressing bibliographic
records
- A Collection Development Management Committee
- Alliance Staff

Although all Alliance members share one implementation of Alma, each institution has its
own zone (IZ) within the implementation. The IZ contains local inventory, ordering &
licensing information, patron data, and a handful of bibs that cannot be shared. The NZ
contains the vast majority of bib records for Alliance libraries, allowing staff at any institution
to see what titles are held or on order by other institutions. The Community Zone utilizes
Alma’s Knowledge Base and contains mostly electronic titles. One of the critical first steps
in reimagining acquisitions workflows with a more collaborative focus is a fully functioning
NZ and CZ, and the tools to manage shared records within the three different zones.

These are three of the primary questions we asked as we began to plan for
migration and as we entered our implementation period.
In terms of change:
• Change is going to be different at each institution because workflows are different
at each institution. Some of the differences in workflows were certainly due to size of
the institution/volume of materials, staffing, and other resource-related factors. Still other
differences were based in historical practices that had not been re-examined in many
years.
• Other opportunities/congruencies (such as staffing changes, impact of consortial

decisions/policies) might shape or even encourage change.
In terms of philosophical shifts:
• Does the design of the new system fundamentally change the way we think
about how we do our day-to-day work?
• Do the potential benefits we hope to realize from this shared environment lead us
to view the acquisitions process differently than we have in the past?
•

Moving to a system with an inherently different architecture afforded us the opportunity
to consider making radical changes to existing practice. Because many features in Alma
were still in development at the time of go-live, many of us began by making smaller
changes rather than implementing more radical ones. Nevertheless, the process of re-

evaluating existing practices has helped us to think about ways in which we might make
larger changes in the future.

In terms of problems:
•

One potential concern was the management of e-resources through the acquisitions
process. Print still lives on, but the e-resources monster continues to breathe down

our necks – we need less complicated solutions!
• How can we effectively manage resources consortially? While there were a number
of resources shared by the six cohort 1 institutions at go-live, the tools to manage those
resources were not yet a part of Alma. As such, we immediately began seeing issues crop
up with duplicate records in both the IZ and NZ, overlaying of brief bibliographic records
from vendors onto full bibliographic records already in the NZ, and other record
management nightmares.

• What expertise do we have, either at individual institutions or across the
consortium, that can be leveraged to help develop solutions? Even though some of
the needed functionality was already on Ex Libris’s roadmap for future development, we
recognized that a number of stop-gap measures might need to be employed.

•

Before beginning to implement any changes to acquisitions workflows, we needed to
understand some of the structural principles of the Alma acquisitions model. One of the
primary differences between Millennium (used by all six cohort 1 institutions) and Alma is
that acquisitions type is a primary driver for subsequent actions in the ordering process.
The acquisitions type selected at the point of order record creation drives the process
downstream, including the ways in which automated steps might occur. Because the
acquisitions type cannot be changed in Alma, it is of the utmost importance for staff to
understand the implications of selecting a particular acquisitions type when creating an
order record.

•

In addition to acquisitions type driving the ordering process, it is also important to
understand that Alma acquisitions in Alma is highly inventory-centric. In Alma, item
barcodes propel the technical services workflows forward. Libraries also have the option
to employ work orders, which help to manage items as they make their way through the
various stages of processing. One of the main benefits for adopting this set of workflows
is that item visibility increases for patrons. Whereas patrons might simply have seen a
status of Available as soon as something was received in III, using work orders in Alma
allows patrons to track where an item is in the post-receiving process (e.g., in
processing, copy cataloging, original cataloging, binding).

•

Alma bundles permissions together and assigns them to particular user roles; however,

institutions do not have the flexibility to modify those roles in any way. If a staff user is
assigned a particular role, then that person has all of the permissions Alma thinks are
necessary, whether or not local workflows are in alignment. There is less granularity when
managing permissions in Alma than staff have been used to in Millennium, and while this
has sometimes been a point of frustration, it has also provided an opportunity to reassess
workflows and roles and to make changes as a result. At Linfield, for instance, staff doing
serials check-in in Millennium had not previously had any experience with order record
creation. Because order records had been tracked externally, there had been no need for
staff to learn acquisitions functions in the system. In Alma, however, serials check-in
necessitates a purchase order line so that staff can receive individual issues. As a result,
serials staff are now doing some work that historically would have fallen to the acquisitions
staff. This has proven useful for student workers as well, since they now have two
supervisors who are able to answer questions about ordering and receiving instead of only
one.
• NZ is foundation for our collaboration across the Alliance. Collaborative enterprises in
this realm can help to reduce duplicated effort across institutions, but collaboration need
not mean the end of local decision-making. The NZ holds much promise for CCD, but it
must be well integrated with institutional data.

•

Change can be many things for library staff - frustrating, scary, liberating, beneficial, to
name only a few. Even though the members of the first cohort volunteered to be the
migration pioneers for the Alliance, the rate of change experienced during migration and
implementation was often overwhelming, particularly in light of the heavy testing needed
throughout this period. One of the benefits of this constant state of change, however,
was the degree to which staff learned to accept fluctuation as a normal part of the
evolving systems. Although not embraced by all staff to the same extent, the shifting
natures of Alma and Primo allowed some institutions to do a bit of housecleaning and reexamine priorities and policies from a new perspective.

• Prior to migration, UW Libraries and UW Law Library had their own Millennium

installations. The Alma implementation saw records for both UW and UW Law
merged into a single Institution Zone. While both libraries maintain their separate
reporting lines, they now work closely to synchronize procedures and policies in
both Acquisitions and Fulfillment. At Linfield, we took advantage of the migration
as an opportunity to synchronize fulfillment policies as much as possible and to
identify where there were differences in acquisitions practice. We had a miniretreat to chart out cataloging and acquisitions workflows at each library so we
could see where we overlapped, where we diverged (sometimes for good
reason), and where we might be able to streamline processes. Although our

needs can be different (Portland primarily serves our nursing students), we’ve
benefitted from the increased communication between the libraries and the
recognition that it makes things smoother for everyone if we can achieve a greater
level of standardization between the two units. A staffing change at the Portland
library also made it possible for us to codify some of these practices in a more
intentional way than had been done previously.
•

One of the benefits of a next-gen ILS is the integration of tools to manage resources.
Previous systems have traditionally been siloed, making it necessary for staff to utilize an
ILS, an electronic resource management system, and a knowledge base (which more than
likely wouldn’t communicate with one another) to manage all of an institution’s resources.
Next-gen systems, by contrast, rely on “creating integrated platforms from the ground up”
precisely to avoid this headache. Pacific admits their set-up historically had been

quite siloed – while they are unsure whether all silos will be removed, they
anticipate that at least some will be merged. A next-gen ILS should integrate back
office staff functions with a public discovery layer and should allow library professionals to
do their work as seamlessly as possible, while simultaneously providing a positive user
experience for the patron.
• Alma is designed to take advantage of automation, and there are numerous ways

that can happen in the acquisitions workflow. Alma can handle EDI, embedded
order data records from vendors, demand-driven acquisitions programs, electronic
invoicing and integration with external systems for payment (what Ex Libris calls
ERPs, or Enterprise Resource Planning systems). It can automatically package all
the purchase order lines that meet certain criteria into one purchase order and
transmit that at a regularly scheduled time. Wherever approval is needed in the
acquisitions process, there are opportunities for implementing automation, but this
can be tailored to each institution’s needs and comfort level.
• Because of its size and staff responsibilities, Linfield has long blended acquisitions

and cataloging tasks in the same position for both full-time staff and student
workers. In some ways, Alma draws a very fuzzy line between acquisitions and
cataloging, particularly because of the opportunities presented by the Network
Zone. (Once all 37 institutions have migrated, we can envision that a majority of
our orders will be able to originate from fully catalogued records in the Network
Zone. This should, in theory, free up cataloging time, especially if we are able to
take advantage of a feature in Alma that allows you to synchronize your Alma
holdings with your holdings in OCLC.) We’ve begun to think more about cataloging
at the point of ordering. If a record in the NZ is brief and will need to be enhanced

to meet the Alliance’s floor bibliographic standards, the person doing the ordering
needs to know enough about cataloging to recognize this need. Even if that person
isn’t the one to make the enhancements, she can certainly add a receiving note to
flag areas of concern for the cataloger once the item arrives. (An Alliance-wide
marker to indicate which records meet the floor bibliographic standards will help
greatly in this area as well.) Pacific also has shifted its workflows, opting to go with
copy cataloging at the time of acquisition.

Cohort 2: Concordia University, Eastern Washington University, Evergreen State College, Lewis &
Clark College, Portland Community College, Reed College, Saint Martin's University, Seattle Pacific
University, University of Idaho, Warner Pacific College, Washington State University
Cohort 3: Clark College, Mt Hood Community College, Oregon Health & Science University, Oregon
Institute of Technology, Portland State University, Southern Oregon University, University of Oregon,
University of Portland, University of Puget Sound, Western Oregon University
Cohort 4: Central Oregon Community College, Central Washington University, Chemeketa
Community College, Eastern Oregon University, George Fox University, Lane Community College,
Oregon State University, Seattle University, Walla Walla University, Whitman College

Acquiring the land on which we will build a house together
• we can share Analytics reports right now, but we also want to be able to share
normalization rules, merge methods, import profiles
• EDI should eventually be able to increase efficiencies (eventually Alma should be
able to go and fetch info from your vendor without you needing to do much)
• ability to manage electronic resources in the NZ (functionality coming in November
& December) should open up opportunities for collaborative tech services - could
we have joint DDA programs in which not everyone is required to participate?

